ADVISORY

PRODUCTS AFFECTED: FJ175

PART NUMBER(s): FJ175 Aluminum Floor Jack that were built prior to week 48 of 2019. This is noted by serial number range up to 1948J000.

HAZARD: There is a potential that the retaining rings holding the saddle mount pivot pins were not installed correctly. There is also a potential that the front pivot pin groove is not deep and/or wide enough. This may cause the pivot pins to slide out of position which could cause the jack to lose stability under load leading to personal injury and/or property damage.

ACTIONS: Inspect the retaining rings to ensure they are intact and fully seated in the pin grooves. Inspect each of the four locations as shown. If any of the retaining rings noted as ‘Not OK’ on page 2 and 3 of this advisory, order FJ175RRKIT Retaining Ring and Pivot Pin Replacement Kit. The kit contains one Pivot Pin (B) and four Retaining Rings. Pin A does not need to be replaced. Note the FJ175KIT is Lifetime Warranty. Return the original Pin B and Retaining Rings to the RPC for full credit.

QUESTIONS: If you have questions on this advisory or need assistance contact: Mike DeKeuster at 800-786-6600 ext 6677
Gap 0.080” max.

Gap over 0.080” Too Wide

Retaining Ring not properly seated

Retaining Ring not properly seated
Note: it is not necessary to orient the snap ring with the tangs up.